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3.	When a verb or preposition governs two pronouns united
by and, Sec., the second is apt to go wrong—a bad blunder.
Between you and I is often heard in talk; and, in literature:
And now, my dear, let you and I say a few words about this unfortunate
affair.—trollope.
It is kept locked up in a marble casket, quite out of reach of you or /.
—S. ferrier.
She found everyone's attention directed to Mary, and she herself entirely
overlooked.—S. ferrier.
 4.	The interrogative who is often used for whom, as, Who
did you see?    A distinction should here be made between
conversation, written or spoken, and formal writing.    Many
educated people feel that in saying It is 7,   W/tom do you
mean? instead of It's we, Who do you mean? they will be
talking like a book, and they justifiably prefer geniality to
grammar.    But  in print, unless it is dialogue, the correct
forms are advisable.
 5.	Even with words that have no visible distinction between
subjective and objective case, it is possible to go wrong; for
the case can  always be inferred, though not seen.     Con-
sequently a word should never be so placed that it must be
taken twice, once as subject and once as object.    This is so
common a blunder that it will be well to give a good number
of examples.    It occurs especially with the relative, from its
early position in the sentence; but, as the first two examples
show, it may result from the exceptional placing of other
words also.    The mere repetition of the relative, or insertion
of it or other pronoun, generally mends the sentence; in the
first example, change should only be to only to be.
The occupation of the mouths of th& Yalu, however, his Majesty con-
sidered undesirable, and should only be carried out in the last resort.—
Times.
This the strong sense of Lady Maclaughlan had long perceived, and
was the principal reason of her selecting so weak a woman as her com-
panion.—S. ferrier.

